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Walker speaks at Pacific
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humanity, different flowers
all blooming in the same
garden. Walker also spoke of
how this fundamental concept, the fact that we all came
from, one African mother, has
been manipulated throughout history in order for profit. She made the insightful
point that slavery, whether
of blacks or of another race,
is not ultimately about benefiting from labor but about
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bla£
^ \ •.
would never write songs
about bombs bursting in
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a"she
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pmnhasized the idea
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as Walker's mother describes
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written about the resilience
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about the imporof .living simply and
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and firm voice, she spoke
about the joy of growing old
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Jinnee of eating
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fitting ending to her speech
"Peace is a future
„hose time is now.
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Comp!im«its of the Athletic

Defer.

MIAH MAYHEM: Pacific's senior guard Miah Davis was named
Big West Conference Co-Player of. the Week for his performance
last week in road wins at UC Irvine and Long Beach State.

Picking a major
iy Ha Tran
Guest Writer
Many students begin col
lege with 'undeclared' as
their major. In fact, for the
fall 2003. semester at Uni
versity of the Pacific, 143
students were registered as
undeclared.
Over the years, the rate
of undeclared majors usu
ally stands around that
number.
Entering Pacific without
set major can give stu
dents to a slow start. So
what's the deal with unde
cided majors?
Students enter as un
decided for a number of
reasons. Junior Colin McGehee entered Pacific as an
Exploratory student. He
simply did not know what
he wanted to focus on.
He said, "I was literally

undecided at the time.
It is not as if students who
are undeclared lack specific
interests. "If someone is un
decided on their major, it s
not necessarily because they
have no interest. It is far
more likely that they have
too many conflicting inter
ests," McGehee said.
After the first year of
college, McGehee chose to
major in philosophy. After
taking an intro course in
philosophy, he realized how
much he enjoyed it. That
was the turning point for
him, making his decision
clear.
"The most honest choice
in the beginning was to de
clare myself as undecided,
said McGehee. Now that he
is happily in philosophy, he
knows what he s focusing

See MAJOR pg 2
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World forums are
By Ha Tran

Guest Writer
The School of International
Studies is hosting a variety of
world forums and school lec
tures this spring.
Speakers from all over the
world will be lecturing at
the University of the Pacific
from.now until April. They
will be informing students
about the pertinent issues as
well as the lifestyles of other
countries.
The speakers include am
bassadors, professors, bish
ops, and world leaders.
The next lechird is Moriday, March 1 at 6-7:30pm in
George Wilson Hall.
Titled "Series on Gender
and Global Issues," it is ,a
discussion oh* the status of
wonieri '"worldwide, along
with the problems they en
counter and the progress
they are making.
The% speaker on March T

will be Dean Margee Ensign
from the School of Interna
tional Studies at Pacific.
Ensign attained her Bach
elor degree at New College
in 1977. She received her
Masters degree and later
her Ph.D. in International
Political Economy from the
University of Maryland.
Dean Ensign's research inter
ests focus on the developing
economies of West Africa. In
Ensign's message, she said,
"The 21st century will be
the first global one-global in
challenges and global in op
portunities."
The next wdrld forum is on
Tuesday, March 2 at 12 noon
in George Wilsori Hall."
The speaker for the forum
will be Professor Cortland
Smith frofn the School of
Internafiorial Studies. Smith
is a professor of Political Sci
ence with research interests
in Chinese politics. ProfesstrrSmithrwjll be discussing
' "V
I r ,'i
V,
r •- "'TI.

issues on China and their
impact worldwide. The
topic for his forum is titled,
"Cort Natters On About
China!"
The School of Interna
tional Studies invites you
to attend, whether or not
you are pursuing a career
in international business.
They feel this forum will
allow students and profes
sors to come together to
learn and prepare for a new
kind of political future.
"At the School of Tnterriational Studies we know
that a special sort of educa
tion is called for," Ensign
said.
She said she wants stu
dents to "develop a global
awareness and literacy,
strong analytical skills, and
teal living experience of
that world." .
I These lectures and fo
rums are free and open to

MAJOR from pg 1
By Suzanne Vyborney

Perspectives Editor

Looking for a way to
help a good cause but you
don't know how? Well
on Feb. 22, you can fill
your night with laughter
and also benefit Pediat
ric Trauma Prevention
by attending A Night of
Comedy, hosted by our
very own Pacific Circle K
International.
Who is Circle K? Ac
cording to President Angie Vu, "The basic point
of Circle K is to serve our
school and our community
to the best of our ability."
Aside from their deep
devotion to service, Circle
K provides leadership de
velopment and promotes
friendship.
Circle K is organized
and sponsored by the adult
service group Kiwanis.
If you would like to join
Pacific's group of students
dedicated to serving their
community, attend their
meetings every Wednes
day at 9 p.m. in the Spruce

Room, located across from
the Summit.
Every year, Kiwanis
chooses a cause for which
all of the Circle K's in the
district (California, Ne
vada, and Hawaii) raise
motiey.
} .•? ;
» This year -the cause is
Pediatric Trauma Preven
tion. This includes funding
programs about smoking
awareness, providing im
munizations, as well as
basic medical care.
Pacific Circle K is trying
to do their part by hosting
a comedy show, A Night
of Comedy featuring some
well-known "comedian#;
Pacific students will have
a chance to see cornediahs
Don Barnhart, Danny Villalpando, and Jeff 'Capri,
all veterans of Comedy
Central, HBO, NBC Friday
Night, and the USO tour.
They have all also per-3
formed with Comics on
Duty, where they've enter
tained the troops in places

See COMEDY pg 3

on.
The advice he gives to
future students is that they
shouldn't let "those preppy
pre-whatever-grad-school
majors make you feel like
you don't belong just be
cause you haven't decided
your entire life."
If you still haven't decided
a major, there are seminars
you can attend that can help.
"For Exploratory Students
Only: Unraveling the Mys
tery" seminars are being
held Feb. 18, Feb. 23, Mar. 1,
and Mar. 8.
They will assist you in
selecting a major, examining
career options, and findirig
out what to do next.
; You must attend all four
seminars because an as
sessment test will be given.
Space is limited so you must
pre-register by calling the
Career Resource Center at
946-2361.
The seminars are held in
Library #234" from 7-8:30pm.
Register and attend to find a
suitable major soon.

Canning computer SPAAi
By Dovid Lundy

IT Officer
AQSyvf J»» roitwruioLi Tu«b
You've surely seen the
messages in your email
mailbox/offers for online
ordering of medicine,
"hot" stock tips, low rate
mortgages, qnd ways to
enhance romance.
You may have even
gotten email .asking for
your help in transferring
tens of millioris of dollars
from Nigeria (with a sjz' abie percentage goip'g'to
you). SPAM. We don't
want if, but we all get it.
Jne use of, the ^wqrd
spjbm. i> \efjln,. ti 'juhk
"1
"email is derived from a
Monty Python sketch set
in a cafe where SPAM lun
cheon .meat is included in
every menu item.
When a hapless cus
tomer asks if there is
something
without
SPAM, the server recites
the menu again. Eventu
ally a chorus of Vikings
? drowns-f out j all conver
sation singing "SPAM,
SPAM, wonderful SPAM,
glorious SPAM."
Over 50 percent of In
ternet email is now con
sidered spam according
to recent estimates, and
the rate is stilbincreasing.
Congress
recently
passed a new federal"
law referred to as."CAMSPAM". Congress per
ceived^ correctly -;that
spam is a real issue. Un
fortunately, it is unlikely
the law will reduce these
unwanted emails.
Responding to Spam
The CAN SPAM act
requires email marketers
to provide a means of
opting out of their mail
ing list. Care is required
4 here. If the email requests
personal information, it

could be a "phishing" at
tempt - a stealthy attempt
by someone. else tQ^jggt
your information. If""yon
do not know the company
as a reputable, company,
your, response may. well
tell, a spammer,that thev
fiaW8"gorrd
a*KHeg§ to
which they can send more
spam.
...
If the email is a promo
tion from a company you
know and it does not -ask
for personal information,
the opt-out option on the
email may be used. If you
have any doubt at all, do
not respond to an email
/% way S|
Spam Fjltenng-at Patifk'*
Because spam is becom
ing a real annoyance to
email users, Pacific insti
tuted a campus wide spam
filter. This filter processes
all email for all three cam
puses that is received from
the Internet.
Each message is com
pared to a set of rules that
evaluate the message's
likelihood of being spam.
Those that rate 50 percent
or higher are quarantined.
Since no filtering meth
od is perfect, there are a
small number of "false
positives" - email messag
es mistakenly identified
as spam. Each day a list
of the emails quarantined
for each user is mailed to
them.
This gives the user the
opportunity to release and
receive emails incorrectly
identified as spam.
In
my personal experience
the filtering has proved
effective, but I do need to g
release an email once or g
twice a week.

^See^SPAM^pg3j
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Valentine's Day coffeehouse
The PRIDE Center will hold
a Valentine's Day coffee in the
Humanities Center Coffeehouse
tonight at six p.m. The Humani
ties Center is located in South
west Hall.

Resident Artist music recital
Resident Artists Nina Flyer
and Sonia Leong, on cello and
piano respectively, will perform
in the Recital Hall on Feb. 13 at
7:30 pan. For ticket information
please call Pacific Box Office at
946-2474.

BRIEFS
Manhattan Brass Quintet to
perform at Pacific
The Friends of Chamber Mu
sic are hosting the Manhattan
Brass Quintet, which will be per
forming in Faye Spanos Concert
Hall on Sunday, Feb. 15 at 2:30
p.m. Tickets cost five dollars for
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students and children, or 20 dollars
for general adult admission. Tickets
may be purchased at the door or call
946-0540.

POC organizing Snow Hut Ad
venture
The Pacific Outdoor Connection
is offering an overnight cross-coun
try skiing excursion to a snowbound
hut north of Lake Tahoe on Feb.
15-16. The trip is limited to eight
participants and costs 50 dollars;
this price includes the rental of a
sleeping bag and pack. For more
information contact the Pacific Out
door Connection at 946-7607.

Pacific to host Kennedy Center
theatrical production
On Wednesday, Feb. 18 at 7:
30 p.m., the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall will host the Kennedy Center
Imagination Celebration on Tour's
performance of "The Nightingale."
The production is based on a clas
sic story by children's author Hans
Christian Anderson, and tells its
story through dance and narration.
Tickets are five dollars for students
and children, and 15 dollars for
adult general admission. For tick

ets, pleapFcall Pacific Box Office
at 946-2474.
More Passport to Pacific work
shops
On Feb. 18, John Carvana,
director for the Career Resource
Center, will hold a workshop
titled "Leadership Defined." This
workshop starts at 5:30 p.m. in the
Pine Room at McCaffrey Center.
On Friday, Feb 20 Inez Ruiz-Hus
ton, director of the Community
Involvement Program and Multi
cultural Affairs, will present the
workshop, "Is Diversity Important
at a University?" This workshop
is from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in the Pine
Room.

Summit to feature live jazz
The Summit will feature the
Dave Brubeck Institute Jazz Sex
tet which will perform there on
Wednesday, Feb. 18 at 8 p.m.

Redwood Room will offer
Soul food
The Redwood Room is offer
ing a hearty Soul food lunch on
Wednesday, Feb. 18 between 11
a.m. to1:30 p.m. The cost is $6.25.

SPAM from pg 2

The spam filter cuts down
the clutter Groupwise users
The list of quarantined at Pacific see in their mail
messages comes as an email box while allowing retrieval
message with the subject of email falsely identified as
line like: Quarantined spam spam.
If you have questions about
messages since Feb 07 15:03.
The message gives some in computer security or ideas
structions on how to release you would like addressed in
the quarantined messages. this column, you may email
If the email shows clickable itsecurity@pacific.edu.
boxes in the list of messages,
simply click the box. A new
COMEDY from pg 2
window opens up. Click
"send" to send the message
unchanged. Otherwise, do such as Iraq, Afghanistan,
a reply to the message and Korea, Japan, Greenland, Eu
erase the lines of the spam rope, and the South Pacific.
If you would like to buy
messages you don't want.
Then send the reply with tickets, they are available at
lines for the messages you the Pacific Box Office: 946do want. You do not have 2474. The event is Sunday
to edit the remainder of the Feb. 22, 7.30 p.m. at Faye
message. Only the lines Spanos Concert Hall; doors
in the list of quarantined open at 6.45 p.m. You must
spam matter. The released be must be 18 and over to
email should arrive in your attend. Fees are $15 for gen
mailbox within an hour. If eral admission and $12 for
you don't want any of the students and seniors with the
messages, simply delete the proceeds benefiting Pediatric
Trauma Prevention.
notice.

Pagti
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Seeking cheaper b
High textbook priceo cleaning out walleto
By Eugene Sefanov

the price, if not half the price.
The bookstore needs to start
offering student discount
prices," said business major
John Lin.
Oh, and what is the deal
with a new edition coming
out every year? That's just
another scam to rip off inno
cent, broke students. I can't
imagine that every textbook
has a sufficient amount of
new information that makes
it necessary to print a new
edition every year.
So, who is to blame? Pro
fessors, publishers, or the
university as a whole? Well,

effort to put themselves in
their students' shoes and
begin to understand where
we are coming from. Profes
"Textbooks are just too
sors were once students and
damn expensive," said ju
once low on money as well.
nior Tom Cohn, a business
Just forget about the gifts and
major. He spent more than
fine dining. Be realistic and
$400 for a mixture of six new
help us out. You are here to
and used textbooks for this
semester.
enhance our educational ex
perience, not overwhelm us
"I don't understand why
textbooks cost so much mon
with unnecessary financial
ey. Doesn't the university
burdens.
receive enough money from
Why not use textbooks
us already?" said freshman
online? They are significantly
Lior Tamir, who is studying
cheaper, if not free. Or how
to become a dentist.
about not using textbooks
It has become all too
at all? Let's face it folks, not
commonplace to hear these
every professor uses the text
types of statements and
books they assign. Sure,
I must agree. Doesn't
these textbooks are
Doesn't the university being
the university squeeze
used to some ex
enough money out of us receive enough money tent, but we definitely
anyway? Is $150 or even
from us already? ^ don't get our money's
$200 not enough for one
worth.
semester?
Now it might seem
Obviously not, since
like I'm complaining,
students are required to let's just begin and end with right? Correct. I am com
purchase textbooks that have professors.
plaining. I am complaining
As I understand, authors
sky-high prices which con
on the behalf of all students.
tinue to soar every year, not and publishers love to send So professors, if you are read
to mention the new editions professors textbooks so the ing this, please try to relate to
that are being printed like teachers can check out the us. Textbooks are just too ex
new material and hopefully
there is no tomorrow.
pensive. It would also be nice
use
them in their classes.
"I just don't see the justi
if you could help us out by
fication as to why students Not only do they send their requiring one book instead of
need to be charged so much textbooks, but authors and two, using online textbooks,
for textbooks. As far as I publishers will also give or better yet, let students
know, the print cost isn't professors incentives such as rely on your lectures. Any
half as much as the book is gifts and trips; basically, they of these solutions would
selling for. At the student wine and dine them in order be greatly appreciated and
bookstore, students are be to persuade them to use their would help to alleviate our
ing charged more money for textbooks.
pains. Expensive textbooks
Something needs to be
textbooks that can be bought
can only go so far, and so can
anywhere else for a third of done, and I have a solution. our money.
Professors should make an

Guest Writer

Photo by Kristen Hes

TEXTBOOKS: Students buy piles of books like these and end up paying top dollar. This has forced man
^rodents to find alternative sources fo their textbooks.

SOCIAL
JUSTICE
WEEKLY

Our Realltyy
By Pacific Family Member

Guest Writer

Let us not talk about
Black history this month.
We "know" Black history.
Let us focus on the Black
reality in America.
I am Black. Well my
skin, hair, nose and lips are
shaped in a way that allows
people to label me as Black.
In reality I have not lived in
the world of most Blacks.
I have instead attended
private schools, received
academic support when
ever it was needed, played
every conceivable sport,
and participated in numer
ous
community-related
extracurricular activities. I
have lived 20 focused, well
grounded years that every
young person undoubt
edly deserves. I walked
swept streets that ran along
three-car garages. I have
never smoked anything nor
have I been to jail. I cannot
recall ever having been in a
physical fight and my mom
was always there to encour
age my great aspirations as
well as console me in times
of heartache.
The majority of Black
Americans cannot say that
this is the story of their first
20 years. The Black experi
ence in America today is
one of poverty, illiteracy,
addiction, and unemploy
ment. Black neighborhoods
from Boston to Birmingham
have become fields littered
with the mines of hunger,
depression and crime. The
fabled Civil Rights Acts of
the 1960's have run their
course.
But now we shall not lay
the responsibility for these
grievances at the doorstep
of White Americans alone.

The plight of the Black
citizen is a result of nothir. a
if not universal ignorancgoaded by a pervasive cu •
ture of apathy.
What progress
have
Black Americans made? We
are to this day being taker
advantage of in every socio
economic arena. To say tha:
Blacks have an improver
level of
representatior
would be an offensive dis
tortion of reality. We have
no Black senators; our Black
representatives have beer
disillusioned by greed ark
perceived importance. The
few cities in this nation
swelling with populations
of young intelligent Black
people are run almost exclu sively by wealthy White ca- j
reer politicians or co-optec
"model-minorities." In fact
the only major metropoli
tan area in America where
Black Americans make up
more than 65 percent of the
population is Washington
D.C.
Perhaps in an even more
ironic twist of fate, this hap
pens to be the only area in
our country that is not rep
resented on a national lev el
Our very own capital, brim
ming with Black people
(built by Black people) is
denied representation in
Congress. I must admit tha:
I do not personally have
a solution for these social
problems. The best advice
I might give to myself and
my Pacific family is to be
constantly aware of ou:
own prejudices. We mus;
prepare to confront the sub
tle forces within our societ
that would see the continu
ation of inequality.
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Dear Editor,
I wish to clarify several
points that Alex Wagner
made in her article "ASUOP
Vice President violates con
stitution" which appeared
in the January 29, 2004 edi
tion of The Padfican. At no
time did the Vice President,
Jenise Honesto, violate the
provisions of the ASUOP
Constitution. At issue were
Ms. Honesto's actions as exerdsing the role of the Elec
tions Coordinator, a position
created by the Election Code.
While many may see this as
semantics, it. is an important
point to make.
Vice President Honesto
was acting as the Elections
Coordinator at my instruc
tion. In April 2003, then Vice
President Jon Johnson and I
decided that the role of the
Ejections Coordinator was
pverwhelming the Student
Involvement Commissioner,
the officer that is charged by
the Election Code to serve as
the Coordinator for ASUOP
Elections. In examining the
other officers' roles, we de
termined that making the
.Vice President the Elections
Coordinator was the best
solution for the. problem
because of the relatively
lighter workload of the Vice
President. However, I never
followed up with the neces
sary legislation to change the
Election Cody or the ASUOP

PER

Lette

Job
Descrip
tions nor did I present Ms.
Honesto's nomination to the
Senate for formal approval,
as former ASUOP President
Rishi Peterson pointed out
at the January 26, 2004 Sen
ate Meeting. This proce
dural oversight is my fault
alone and I apologize to the
other officers of ASUOP, the
candidates in this year's elec
tion, and most importantly
my constituents. However,
attempts by Ms. Wagner to
paint this as an attempt to by
pass the Constitution to exert
control over this spring's
elections is preposterous.
The ASUOP Senate was
fully aware of the fact that
the Vice President was act
ing as the Elections Coordi
nator. In fact, there was a
discussion at the first Senate
meeting of the semester, on
January 13, 2004, where the
topic of distribution of this
years election packets was
discussed for several min
utes, with Senators making
suggestions to the Vice Presi
dent. This was not a secret
act. Furthermore, accusing
Vice President Honesto of
attempting to "influence the
outcome of the next student
election" is, in my opinion,
patently libelous, discounts
both the function of the Elec
tions Committee (the ASUOP
body charged with ensuring
the openness and fairness of
the election) and the checks

ES
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in place in our democratic
system. This includes the
process that former President
Peterson availed himself of
on January 26.
The issue of Former Presi
dent Peterson's involvement
in a campaign is an impor
tant one to review. Mr. Peter
son's email was sent to sev
eral students throughout the
campus and was forwarded
to Vice President Honesto
by a member of the Senate
who was j concerned that
the Election Code may have
been violated. Vice Presi
dent Honesto consulted with
ASUOP Advisor Jason Velo
and decided to email Mr. Pe
terson to warn him that such
actions could be construed as
a violation of the code, which
strictly limits when cam
paigning for ASUOP office
can occur. This campaigning
period begins on February
17, 2004. Any decision about
a violation must be made
by the Elections Committee
and can be appealed to the
ASUOP Senate.
While I am not familiar
with
the
conversations
between Ms. Honesto and
Mr. Peterson, I am the only
person with the authority

to appoint any individual to
serve at the Elections Coor
dinator. Based upon the dis
cussions that I had with the
Vice President and the recom
mendations from the ASUOP
Advisors, I decided that the
best course of action was to
appoint Mr. Brett Kaufman
as Elections Coordinator. Mr.
Kaufman had expressed inter
est in becoming involved in
ASUOP, had served as part of
the ASUOP Arts & Entertain
ment Board in the fall semes
ter, and had experience run
ning elections at schools with
larger student bodies than
Pacific's. While Mr. Kaufman
and Senator Paul Kozina had
discussed running in the up
coming election, Mr. Kaufman
had decided against doing
so and discussions about ap
pointing Mr. Kaufman Elec
tions Coordinator did not in
volve Senator Kozina. While
I believe that Mr. Kaufman
would have helped to ensure
that the elections were ran
fairly and without bias, I re
spect the perspective of many
others, including members
of the Senate and potential
candidates, like those quoted
in the Ms. Wagner's article,
and withdrew his nomination.

In Mr. Kaufman's place,
I nominated and the Sen
ate confirmed on Monday,
February 2, 2004, Mr. Ryan
Hundley as ASUOP Elec
tions Coordinator for the
remainder of the school
year.
I encourage all Pacific stu
dents to become involved in
this process. If anyone has
concerns about the election
process, or any other issue,
please come and share them
with the Senate, which
meets Mondays at 4pm in
the Pine Room of the Mc
Caffrey Center, or contact
the Election Coordinator
through the ASUOP Office
via phone at 946-2233. For
those interested in running
for ASUOP Office, election
packets are available from
ASUOP and at several
other locations throughout
the University, and must
t be submitted iyythe ASUOP
Office by February 11 at
5pm.
.,
(i •
Sincerely,

i .

Matthew Olson
, President

if you're ready; to apply your knowledge and skills in the postgraduation Job market,then toss your hat in with State Fund,
State Fund, the leading workers'compensation insurance carrier in
California, is interested in graduates seeking opportunity and
stability. We offer a wide range of positions throughout California,
plus an environment that will foster your continued growth.
At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional training to
expand your horizons, and many advancement possibilities. Learn
how you can join us by visiting www.scif.com or by contacting
Human Resources at 415-S65-1722.Then launch your career with
State Fund and rise to new heights.

Career opportunities
may be available 8««
• ItefWsttng
• '.ommunieauprw
«Umierwriting

• Claims

• Less Contfoi
• Business Services
• Customer Service
• Legal
• Information Technology

• • tree and Amounting
• Human Resources
• Administration

FUND
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Sanchez, unlikely Republican candidate
by Mara Title

Pacific College Republi
cans
At our last Republican
meeting, we had the oppor
tunity to hear the views of
Moses Sanchez, the repub
lican candidate for the 17th
Assembly District. He talked
to us about what it's like, not
only being a minority in poli
tics, but also a Republican.
He said that in the state of
California, there has never
been a Republican African
American assemblyman, or
senator. This is not because
Republicans are racist, as
is commonly assumed, but
rather because there are not
any Republican minorities
running for office. I thought
his views were very intrigu
ing, and decided to interview
him about his background.
At age 27, he's definitely not
your average thinker.
Mara: At what age, and
from where did your family
come to the U.S.?
Moses: In 1981 on Christ
mas Eve, my family landed
on U.S. soil from The Re
public of Panama; I was four
years old.
Mara: What specifically
were your parents' motiva
tions for wanting to come to
this country?
Moses: They wanted to

leave a negatively charged
political environment under
the ruthless dictator, Norie
ga. They came to America
in search of the American
Dream.
My uncle, my
father's brother, was already
here and had bought a home.
He was doing very well here,
so my father decided that
"opportunity," was better
here in America. We sold
all of our possessions for
the plane tickets to come to
the U.S. My father says "If
I can be successful without
the ability of speaking any
English when arriving, then
ANYONE can be successful
in America— there is no ex
cuse for failure."
Mara: How did you get
involved with politics?
Moses: While I was stu
dent body president at the
college of Las Positas in
Livermore, I had my first
taste of politics. This led me
to run for State Assembly,
in order to fix discretionary
funding for schools.
Mara: What are the main
issues that you're concerned
with on a local level?
Moses: My platform really
derives from two main root
issues— jobs in the valley and
education.
Mara: As an African Amer
ican immigrant, what can
you say to those who think

that being a Republican
means that you're automati
cally white?
Moses: Most Americans
are white, and the majority
of the Democrats and Repub
licans are white. As an im
migrant, I think it's amusing
that American-born minori
ties are generally democrats,
whilst most immigrants tend
to be Republican. Most im
migrants don't trust govern
ment, hence the reason why
they come to America. Most
immigrants come from coun
tries that are not as liberal as
America, so they are gener
ally socially conservative.
Most immigrants also work
really hard in America, and
loathe giving their money to
high taxes so they also tend
to be fiscally conservative.
Mara: There are many
students who are still trying
to define what it means to be
a conservative and a liberal.
How would you best define
these terms?
Moses:
Conservatives
preserve history and tra
ditional values, and they
believe in teaching a person
how to fish. Liberals are free
spirited, and believe in giv
ing a person a fish. I believe
Winston Churchill who once
said, "If you're young and
not a liberal, you have no
heart; if you're old and not

POSSIBLE CANDIDATE: 17th district assembly candidate Moses
Sanchez spoke to Pacific student on Wednesday, Feruary 4.

a conservative, you have no
brain."
Mara: If there's one piece
of advice you could give
students about politics in
general, what would it be?
Moses: Get involved.
Democrat, Republican, or
any other party affiliation;
it doesn't matter which,
just get involved. No mat
ter what your major or oc

cupation, the higher you gc
in your area of specialty", the
more political it gets. If vou
get involved early, you make
contacts and gain knowledge
and experiences useful in are.
field. Rock the VOTE!
If you'd like to help Moses
become the first African Amer
ican Republican assemblyman
go to www.gomoses.com.

Horizons Travel Column

Bv Kara Buchanan

Staff Writer

google.com

PICTURESQUE COASTS: Pt. Reyes National Seashor can be ac
cessed within a few hours drive.

The ivy covered brick
buildings that appear to
have been airlifted in from
the East Coast and dropped
in the middle of Stockton
are part of what makes this
school attractive. The edu
cation offered within these
walls has earned the uni
versity an excellent reputa
tion. One of the very few
drawbacks ever mentioned
in regard to Pacific's merit as
an institution of higher edu
cation, is its location.
In my opinion, Pacific's
campus could not occupy
a more ideal plot of land in

this entire nation. Beyond
the borders of Pacific and
Pershing, there is an im
mense amount of enrich
ment to be had. Pacific stu
dents have the opportunity
to expand their horizons in
a variety of different ways
simply by taking very do
able day trips. Prospects for
education and recreation
are readily accessible from
a home base at 3601 Pacific
Avenue. There is no rea
son for a Pacific student to
forego this unique opportu
nity to explore the richness
and diversity of California's
gorgeous land and its inhab
itants.
The Golden State has so
much to offer: a breath-tak

ing coastline boasting sheer
cliffs in some places, and
miles of sandy beaches in
others, a world renowned
wine country, and some
of the nation's most stellar
wildlife parks. Mountains
and valleys, farmland, and
lakes and rivers round out
the diverse topography that
makes California so excep>tional. As far as cultural di
versity, it is an unavoidable
occurrence in places such as
San Francisco and Berkeley.
This new travel column will
hopefully spark your interest
and help you diversify your
weekend
plans-whetting
your appetite for adventure
and thereby expanding your
horizons.
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By Mikev Vu

ifSi

Ah, Valentines Day. That one special day
of the year where young people's minds are
drawn to thoughts flowers, love, and ro
mance, or in my case a day of heavy drinking.
Those of you that know me might not know
that "chick flicks" happen to be my guiltiest
of guilty pleasures. There just something so
rewarding about that payoff at the end where
everything is made right again, that you just
can't help but smile. So this Saturday while
you're either cuddling up with your sweet
heart or a two-liter bottle of Bacardi, you
might just consider popping one of these bad
boys into your DVD player.

5. Ten Things I Hate About You
There is just something about this movie
that is so magnetic and appealing to me. It
could be that I like Shakespeare's Taming of the
Shrew; it could be that Julia Styles is such an
awesome bitch; hell, it could probably be that
the girl from "The Secret World of Alex Mack
was in it. Whatever it is, I like this movie. After
seeing this film, I have made it thy life's goal
to reenact that stadium scene for a girl.
4. Say Anything
John Cusack is my hero. I'm just going
to come right out and say that. He has that
quintessential "aaw shucks" look about him
that gives hope to strange looking guys ev
erywhere. Say Anything is one my favorite
Cusack movies just because it is so honest and
sincere. I mean, how many of us have wanted
to spend all of our time with someone that we
love, but in the end we just couldn't? It's truly
a story of opposites attracting and proof that
Peter Gabriel can solve anything.

See CHICK FLICKS page 8
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TIK "6" JTfiT
Carbo-crazy consumers
The diet has been so influ
sells
ential that it has even given
out conbirth to Stouffer's Lean
tinuCuisine's new line which
ously,"
features 11 new, low-carb
Tracy
microwave meal options.
G.N' C
While these corporations
special
and restaurants are making
ist Rose
an effort to conform to the
Mayo
lifestyle of many Americans
said.
today and promote healthyA t living, one must realize
kins has
that it is for economic gain
totally
rather for health.
restrucMany of the low-carb
tured
and no-carb options that
the
way
PASTA: Refined carbohydrates are being steered clear
restaurants are offering are
we look
of due to the recent popularity of the Atkins diet.
high
in calories and many
carat
t
consumers overlook this
b oh y Bv Georgette Rodarakis
crucial fact. This could be
drates. Generous servings
Lifestyles Editor
detrimental to a society that
of eggs, cheese, and red
is already winning the race
It's hard to determine meat seem to be the pre
in obesity.
what a nutritious meal that ferred choice of most.
There is no disputing that
The Atkins diet was
will promote weight loss
the Atkins diet will eventuconsists of with so much introduced over 20 years
propaganda gearing us ago and it has only recently . ally die out, like every other
diet fad. Besides, any diet
towards so many different been given praises due to
that discriminates against
the simplicity and effec
diets.
refined carbohydrates like
The latest craze, the At tiveness. The Atkins diet is
savory pasta and fluffy ba
kins diet, was introduced easy to maintain and does
guettes is a horrible crime
last year and promotes a i nbt restrict so many of the
against a healthy, balanced
low-carb, high-fat diet. fatty foods that we love so
living.
Have you heard of it? Yeah, much.
It's scary to think that in
The Atkins diet has had
there is more news cover
2003 LowCarbiz magazine
age on this diet than the such an influence on the
calculated that their was a
War in Iraq.
way American dieters have
total market of $15 billion
The Denver Publishing structured their meals that
dollars spent on specialized
Company estimates that as businesses are looking to
products and already this
many as 25 million Ameri cash in on the profits.
year there has been an esti
The attractiveness of the
cans are following Atkins.
mated $25-30 billion spent.
With such a huge number diet has lead restaurants to
New diet fads give most
of people on the diet, the add low-carb and no-carb
hope that this will be the
Atkins Corporation took entrees to the menu.
diet that will actually work.
Chili's, TGI Friday's,
quick action and released a
People buy into these fads
line of foods that started a Subway, and Burger King
without taking a step back
popular trend.
are among resturants that
and following a classic diet
"The Atkins products are have created items such as
plan, that is, eat less and
"no-bun"
burgers
wrapped
the hottest sellers. Every
exercise.
in
lettuce and low-carb
thing from the shakes to
the bread and muffin mixes cheesecake.

Spillin' the Beans...
A column reviewing local ma and pa cafeo

IF YOU HAVE A FAVORITE LOCAL SPOT YOU WOULD LIKE US TO
REVIEW, OR IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO "SPILL THE BEANS" YOURSELF
E-MAILPACIFICANLIFESTYLES@PACIFIC.EDU

CHICK FLICKS from page 7

3. Amelie
Not really a "chick flick" per se, but Amelie is too cute ton,be on this list. A film that delves into the subconscious
humorously plays off of its lead character Amelie Poulajj
You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll possibly even wet your pant,
but if you haven't seen this movie yet, I advise you do sot*
cause no matter what mood you are in, Amelie will make VQ,
feel better.

2. Casablanca
Casablanca is undisputedly one of the greatest films of a]
time. A fantastic film that has everything a romance shoulc
have: undeniable chemistry, well-written dialogue, anc ;
"beautiful" backdrop. Casablanca's ending is possible onec
the most rewarding in all of cinema history. Heart-wrenching
uplifting, and touching all rolled into one; its easily one aftbf
greatest, if not the greatest, love story of all time.

XXX: Movie Critic
Mikey Vu's number one
Valentine's Day pick is a
classic masterpiece called
Debbie Does Dallas. He
advises to be sure to have
plenty of tissues when you
See this one.
*' '•

voi

poefcry.cc

1. Debbie Does Dallas
A touching story about the love between a sw<
girl and her beloved Dallas .who is the captain of. i
ball team: A painfuMy poignant film that honestly trarisce
'romance' as a genre, and enters a completely different realr.The dialogue is exquisitely top notch with such classv Iinef
like "take your clothes off" and "oh, baby, oh." Thev serious!'
brought tears to my eyes. Someone get me a tissue please.

serving Pacific for 95 Years
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IT'S ONLY SEEN ABOUT A MONTH,
AND I'VE ALPEADY LOST HO
POUNDS/ THIS ATKINS DIET
IS SPEAT/
N

HEY LUCY, HOW'S THAT OlET OF
YOUPS COMING ALONSP

THIS

gT: /WDM riReWAJosepL
6Y THE WAY, WHAT'S THAT YOU
ATKINS DIET/ THAT'S SPEAT, GUT
DON'T YOU FIND IT ODD THAT
-^ff.HAVe SEEN EATtNS-?
IT'S THE NEWEST PACtPICAN/ IT'S
ALMOST EVEPYONE IS MAKINS
SEEN PUSSEP * ATKINS SAFE" TOO/
THEtt? PPOPUCT *ATKINS

The Pacifican is now

v t—

ATKINS

•K&se&ms

approved. Eat up!

I^SQIIV Nichols
\ZaIaxy

ARIES •
Qflfiu e*Bf«*6<e you are
out while

ready
ready to
to take you with Cupid's
arrow!
the cheesy-ness that
arro^ Enjoy
E
awaits you, and watch the p;
abo'
gtars above!

• AQU.
J| You

yus

to have
i problems th.
animate are ha
iaMRlng tiMHfcetter than your Hving j
aeone is diffi
Lessor? We SHfcve those mo- but wilt
Jstill respect yoi
•nts in our ecQpbonal career, rocdiyFal
an. Try some medi_t the key is to keep calm. If yo|(A Jatmi i am
and light a candle when you
iaw vx will not have an Ice Age in feel like yyour head might blow off!
n vesgs, bask in your knowledge
JAUF
TAURUS
-d ^
mime
on.
In
other
words
try
to
J
Ub.
1—1 -aero you
>
Have
been feeling slately? WoulcNwu like to si
he one
AlidtermsTKJW^ie coming up lly offered you Ihome?
i?ter than fou think; get your majglbpportuE ies here
organized now! You will do Keep Ian open : |ind ana thtjjprars
nester if you reme;
you to where you
v important it is to attend clashes feel most comfortable.
a ask cfestions. Your protessjbrs
. willing to^ielp if they see y
ne makin

iv is rig]

f year again! Here
chocolates, and
bears! Valentine's
round the comer and

will affect you in the years to come.
CANCER
How long has it been since you
nteered? The stars tell me
taflyou would learn more from
•ring than alternative extrar activities. So get up
ewhere tod
ping hand

GGITARIOl
Ydu have waited,
long to call your jwfenMU know
that tjaj' can l^p yocMfcn the
phjMPtoo long sometimlll but
loaf you and miss youTI see
ur siblings are struggling
your absence and cou
hello." Take ten
and drop them a lii

a job? Your bank account is not
looking too hot right now and your
thirst for consumption is rather
high! Take this time in your life and
learn what
Of Pacific,
things if
irt for them!

SCORPIO
It looks
ravin
out life's
mean a careerjgl major choice, or
a job opporturmy. Reflect on what
makes you happy, and try to stick
with those activities. The stars will
pvide you with happiness if you
•vide yourself with opportunity.

SCES

come out, toh, the sun
•ow, put away our cobwebs
If there was on
siilfe,
our so:
step outside of
en to Annie
the rest of the wtlkL. Hav$ you
into
pside down!
thought about studying abroad?
, but you have to
:e advantage of thISkiportunitky' hard situ;
'there is light at the
remember
hill in the last 50 years. Somefhingjk university life brings, and-learn The
rs (tihe world. I see that your
mel! Pick a flower,
end of the tunnel!
is telling me that you are not IpJp:>u feel better! (Just
it will make you
:hofc^^ieds
a
little
broadening.
ing up your end of the deal,
don't pick a Pacific rose, you will
about how your actions affect
LIBRA
owe a big fine!)
ers and how your decision-making
Do you have a job? Do you need

LEO

&

Holiday Cinemas 8
6262 West Lane, Stockton, CA
(209) 955 - 5680
Fri-Thurs: (02/13-02/19/2004)
The Passion of the Christ-R
Opens on Wednesday, February 25,
2004
ADVANCED TICKETS ON SALE
NOW!
50 First Dates - PG13 "NO
PASSES"
Fri-Mon: (11:00,12:00,1:15,2:15,3:
35,4:25,5:45) 7:15,8:00, 9:40, 10:15
Tues-Thurs: (1:15,2:15,3:35,4:25,5.
45) 7:15,8:00,9:40,10:15
Barbershop 2-PG13 "NO PASSES"
Fri-Mon: (11:20,1:45,4:20) 7:30,10:00
Tues-Thurs: (1:45,4:20) 7:30,10:00
Catch That Kid-PG "NO PASSES"
Fri-Mon: (11:35,2:05,4:40) 7:00,9:20
Tues-Thurs: (2:05,4:40) 7:00,9:20
Miracle-PG "NO PASSES"
Fri-Mon: (11:55,3:00) 6:30,9:30
Tues-Thurs: (3:00) 6:30,9:30
You Got Served-PG13
Fri-Mon: (11:45,2:00,4:30) 7:20,9:45
Tues-Thurs: (2:00,4:30) 7:20,9:45
Butterfly Effect-R
Fri-Mon: (11:50,2:20,4:35) 7:25,10:10
Tues-Thurs: (2:20,4:35)7:25, 10:10
Mystic River-R
Fri-Mon: (12:30,3:30)6:35,9:45
Tues-Thurs: (3:30) 6:35,9:45

www.signaturetheatres.com

Pai;
<

THIS WEEK IN IM S:
With the long weekend
ahead, the usual number of
games have been reduced,
but that does not mean the
intensity of play has! Flag
Football concludes with
the crowning of the Men's,
Women's, and Co-Rec cham
pions. Upsets are expected
throughout the playoffs, and,
keeping in line with the reg
ular season, I will stay away
from predictions. Actually, I
will make one bold predic
tion - Big Staff #2 will take
the Co-Rec division.
Basketball heats up now
that preseason is over. Look

DINGES from pg 10
play that we could not get an
intensive flow going but we
stayed focused all the way
through."
Senior Nancy Dinges,
freshman Jessie Menkens
and senior Gillian d'Hondt
finished the game with dou
ble-digits.
Despite d'Hondt's high
scoring came without a
single successful field goal
throughout the entire game.
When d'Hondt had posses
sion of the ball it resembled
i fi

for the same high level of
play in the Napoleon, Men's
A, and Men's AA divisions
that has been present in latter
years. Women's looks to be a
tough division with the girls
of W.E.R. contending against
the mainstays from the past
couple of years - Theta, PT,
and the Bailers. Men's B and
Men's C are toss-ups already
with a steady mixture of
jungle-ball antics and profi
cient skill being displayed on
the floor.
LAST WEK IN IM S:
Team UC brought their
A-game against Phi Delt
Blue this past week in 4x4,

tramurals

with Nick Van Groningan interceptions are a league
racking up three intercep best for one game, and his
tions and two touchdowns. two touchdowns are a career
W.E.R. took it to the Co-Rec high for a single game. With
division in basketball, beat his stellar performance Mon
ing the M-Units by 28 points. day night, Can Groningan
Over in the Men's B division, deservedly earns this honor.
Phi Delt made a strong case
GAME OF THE WEEK:
for their spot in the playoffs
Let me keep it short and
early, pounding Pike in the sweet, any flag football game
paint and going home with this week will be well worth
a 61 - 39 victory over their coming out for. Each team is
Greek rivals.
hungry for a championship,
and every player will be giv
PLAYER OF THE WEEK: ing their all to bring glory
Nick Van Groningan, for and fame to their teams. On
team UC, will make quar any given night (starting
terbacks think twice before Tuesday), stop by the Brook- flag football; you won':
airing it out in 4x4. His three side fields for some amazing sorry you did, I guarantee

tfie infamous "hack a shack" calling the fouls despite the and ended up exploiting the
routine. She scored every negative impact on the over- young freshman guards of
one of her points from the all tempo of the game.
Irvine, as their coach said,
free throw line, draining
Leading by 11 at the half, "Poor post defense and silly
14-20. It seemed
second half
that every time a
fouls
by
ii.
teammate worked
our fresh
Poor
post
defense
and
silly
the ball inside to
man guards
d'Hondt, she was second half fouls by our freshman put Pacific
challenged physi
guards put Pacific at the line
at the line
cally.
repeatedly.
repeatedly. ^
The foals inside
Rest
as
were not always
sured, that
harsh or overly
UC Irvine coach Pat Douglas
was not our
physical, but as
intention,'
Pacific Coach Craig Jackson the Tigers came out of the UC Irvince Coach Pat Dougsaid, "In such a physical con- locker room with a desire to las said.
test, you re glad that they are run their offense efficiently
Poor defense allowed the

$1,000 Scholarship

* 11

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
LENA BARNUM-EVERETT SCHOLARSHIP

(<

s

H

Every spring the Lena Barnum-Everett Scholarship is awarded to students at Pacific for the following
school year. The $1,000 scholarship will be coordinated, if necessary, with your other financial aid. Appli
cations may be picked up at the Financial Aid Office in Knoles Hall from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm Monday thru
Friday. Applicants must complete an application each year obtain two (2) letters of recommendation from
professors, and get an unofficial transcript from the Registrar's Office. Please submit the original and four
(4) copies of your application package to the Financial Aid Office no later than March 1,2004. Past recipi
ents, this scholarship does not automatically renew. If you have any questions please contact Gail Johnson
Donor Relations and Stewardship Coordinator in Hand Hall 3rd floor room 319 or call 946-2996.

Tigers to open the
almost immediately
five unanswered
a 42-24 lead, 16:30 let;
the second half. Coach ss
"We came out aggress
to start both halves. Tr
there was a mental k
which resulted in weak <
fense allowing UC Irvine
attempt their comeback."
Preaching wisdom redn
dantly seems to have a pa
five outcome. The Paa
women have a firm gra
on one definite purpc*
As Coach Jackson said, "V
do not lose here very ofe
You gotta win at home to I
competitive."
The Pacific Women's Ba
ketball team fulfilled the
athletic purpose this wed
winning with a final sera
of 72-66. Team quickly too
this win, stuck it under the
belt quietly and refocuse
their attention to their no
opponent.
Long Beao
State.

Seventeen People Needed
to lose weight
We Pay You to Lose!
100% Natural
Call David and
Michelle
(916) 705-0175

www.thepacifican.com

PACIFIC BASKETBALL
irn Fitz-Potrick

Writer
• With an impressive win
L home last Saturday, the
Len's tennis team set a high
Itandard for tire rest of the
leason. Tfffi-first match of
he 2004 season seemed to
le an easy win for the Tigers
Is they handily beat the UC
Davis Aggies.
Sweeping wins in doubles
patches gate the Tigers a
definitive victory'and plenty
I: confidence for The'rest of
•ftatch^s. Doubled team
•Bimir ^dra!itkb\;ic"'"anci
fgcfas Otte deflated Aggies
Ross Barasch and Kyle Trittosky 8-4, and-set the tone
r the remainder of. the

doubles matches. Also, turn Likewise, doubles -partners
ing in stellar performances Zdravkovic and Otte, came
were sophomore Lennart out strong in the singles.
Maack and senior Jason Hall Freshman Zdravkovic pre
who had an 8-1 win over vailed over Aggie Robert
Mike Chin and Bastian Bat W6ng in a 6-0, 6-2 win,
tel's) concluding the doubles while Junior Otte obtained
matches ' anid clinching the a 6-1, 6-3 win over Jayce
first point.
Fitch. Against' the' Tigers,
The' , singles, matches the Aggies were only able to
proved to be' just as exciting win 11 games in' the singles
for the Tigers, with Wins' in matches.
four of the six matches. UC I After this victory, the Pa
Davis seemed to struggle cific men have mUch.to look
against the dominant Tigers) forward to for their 2004
as many of the matches were season. Look for the Tigers
decisive victories for Pacific. to be. on the. hunt- for mpre
After a- fremendops victory wins as they face University
in the doubles match,. Maack of Texas,; San Antonio Poadproceeded to dominate in runriers today at'.1:00 p.m.
the singles with, a 6-1, 6:0
win over Davis' Mike Chin.

Don't Miss
the Battle for
First Place in
the Big West
Saturday!

Thursday. February 12th at 7 p.m

Saturday, February 14th at 7 p.m

three's
:r

we-got-it."
on target despite all the
Corinnemled the Team
-fouls which caused the start
p o i n t s , a s s i s t s , S t e f f ia j g j - , t h & g a i p e .
rriinutesr.played, Vith Bk .Wong said, "Ail the?fouls:'
points, seven assists,' three * put'so much stoppage in the
steals spread out oVer'.h6r?40t
minutes cf court time. When
See DINGES pg 10
r&
asked howi the team stayed*- ? ^ 7

ips#=The Ihdies of Pacific added
dewiother home win on Feb. 5
ewverUC Irvine. Once again
' ftev proved that their strong
gAWeiice °dn: • the • court" is
TSf*nplified Tidre in Stockton,
iacfciivwusly' a sense of pur5pl:-ne is instilled in the hearts
seJt players while" playing'at
itelrome. Thd purpose TTeferto
nils winning garrtbs'/ especially
(jfl-thome. 1 :'n
I This strong sense1'of deImding home Court is 1 asjrIusted by fans whose support
|o|:jr the ladies is uhwavering.
^Ik was an "awkwardly paced
jtliame due to excessive fouls
jleading to-35 free throw atj Jsmpts by Pacific as opposed
j IJonly 20 attempfs'by Irvine,
j l-nfortunately, Irvine hit 80
•percent from the line to total
I16 points while the Tigers
Istruggled at-60 percent givIfig them amere 21 of 35.
j This
statistic
speaks
Itolumes for Irvine's near
lluccess in leading a comeIfcack and making the final
Ikiinutes worthwhile. Senior
•Corinne Wong, a starting
Ifuard was able to knock
liown 10-12 from the line in
Ifie crucial moments of the
Ifecond half despite a slow
llart. As Wong said, "We
Kristen Hess
Itoe looking for a win and TIGER ROAR: The Tiger bench gets excited after a solid perfor

I

mance against UC Irvine.

Plus a HaiftimePerfdrmance by the Gentlemen Jugglers'
FREE ADMISSION POD ALL PACIFIC STUDENTS WITH ID

TOEFL

Take a FREE practice test at
Kaplan's Test Drive and find out
:.

{Saturday, February 21
University of the Pacific

To register, call
or visit us online today!
Test Prep and Admissions

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/testdrive
•Test names are roistered trademarks of their respective owners. tThis offer applies only to classroom courses and 15. 25 and 35-hour
tutoring programs. You must pay the full amount of your course tuition when you sign up for your course. This offer is available to you on the
date you attend your practice" test only. You must also complete our standard enrollment process. •

Serving Pacific for 95 Years

ROCK OUT with my
COCK OUT

By Jesus Hernandez

Get Crunk wit it, get
loose wit it, like short said
let Jesus hit it!
Yes, people it is about
that time, time for me to
rock out and give all of you
a brief introduction into
my weekly column appro
priately named "Rock Out
with my Cock Out" that
shall consist of the good,
the bad, the ugly, and all
the bizarre incidents occuring in the sports world. In
addition their will be a brief
summary of the worlds soc
cer leagues like the English
Premier League, Spain's
La Liga, Italy's Serie A, as
well as other top leagues.
There will also be a weekly
Rock Out award section in
which Outstanding Pacific
Athletes will be mentioned.
This week's award could
not be given to just a single
individual but to two
teams as a whole and they
are the Men's and Women's
basketball teams for their
dominance on the court
this season. An honorable
mention goes out to the
Pacific Rugby team as well
who are always rockin'
out playing that extremely
physical game. Don't for
get to check out this week
Rock Out recipients in ac
tion tonight at 7 p.m. at the
Spanos Center when they
take on Idaho. They will

By Robert Schuh

Davis dominates
Ufa the shoe fjtis...

also be in action Saturday,
Feb. 14 at 7 p.m. taking on
Utah State in a fight for the
top spot in the Big West.
While the women have two
away games at Idaho on
the 12th and Utah State on
the 14th. In the tough Eng
lish premier league Arsenal
hold a five point edge over
Manchester United who
have one game less that Ar
senal, followed by Chelsea
in third. In Italy, AC Milan,
hold a five-point lead over
their closest adversary
Roma. To some it's the top
league in the world, Spain's
La Liga has the Galacticos,
Real Madrid leading the
table followed by Valencia
and Deportivo La Coruna
repectively. In other soc
cer news, Pacific's Men's
club team will be taking
on Stanford Sunday Feb. 15
at 1p.m. at Stanford, so get
together with some friends
and take a short drive over
to Stanford to show some
support for these guys, it's
a 3-day weekend, you have
no excuse not to go. If I
can find a way to rock out
with my cock out on this
campus then you should be
to as well. Don't forget to
check out "Rock out with
my cock out" every Thurs
day in the Pacifican Sports
section.

Games of the week
Today
Men's basketball vs. Idaho
Women's basketball at Idaho
Baseball vs. Northwestern
Friday
Men's volleyball vs. La Verne
Women's water polo vs. U.C Davis
Softball at Stanford Invitational
Baseball vs. Portland
Saturday
Men's basketball vs. Utah State
Women's basketball at Utah State
Softball at Stanford Invitational

The Men's Basketball team
played two away games
this past week. Both were
victories and both involved
"all-star weekend worthy"
performances by Miah Da
vis. Davis' performance was
dominating enough to earn
him Big West Conference Coplayer of the week, a career
first for Davis and the first of
the season for the Tigers.
The honors were shared by
Dwayne Williams of Idaho...a
little extra to consider for
this Thursday nights game
vs. Idaho at 7:00 p.m. in the
Spanos Center.
Playing at UC Irvine, Da
vis scored a career-high 26
points leading the team to a
12 point victory with a final
score of 64-52. Nineteen of
his 26 points were scored in
the second half as Davis hit
ting 5 of 6. Two nights later in
Long Beach, Davis scored 20
or more points for the third
straight game.
The final score of the game
at UC Irvine was 64-52, Miah
Davis accounting for 26 out
of the total, 64. Davis put up
40 percent of Pacific's entire
offensive success.
Pacific
seemed to hold the lead with
out any tribulations during
the final eight minutes.
With 7:30 left to play, Pa
cific was up 47-40 over Irvine.
By 1:30 that lead doubled to
14 points at 64-50. After that
point in the game only two

more points were put up by only blocked
either team. The final was a game.
The game came to ,
Pacific romping of 64-52.
elusion
with Pacific
This first win from last
nine
points,
67-58. Ai
week put the Tigers at 14-7
huge
conference
w in
in overall record and 9-1 in
ing
Pacific's
Big
West
Q
the conference. In this vic
ence
record
to
10-1
anc
tory only one other team
mate scored in double digits overall record improv
and that would be Christian 15-7.
Both upcoming^ g
Maraker. Maraker scored
Idaho
on Thurs
10 points and pulled down
Utah
State
on Sat
seven boards all within only
are
at 7:(
games
24 minutes played.
The focused, energized both games are
and organized pack of Tigers tough match-ups
regrouped for Saturday's gers. At home
game against Long Beach Pacific is 5-0 ag£
State. Davis managed to dis The overall recoi
sect yet another defense and versus Pacific is 11-2
create offensive opportuni Tigers have been
ties for teammates as Pacific six of the last seven
Saturday's game a
made their comeback.
Long Beach State was high-ranked team
flat offensively, only able to lenge that Pacific
score 19 points in the entire to meet. Emot
first half, a statistic that al running so very
lowed Pacific to take the a physically roug
lead with 8:00 minutes to go most likely with
guys fouling out.
in the half.
The tenacious Tiger de be playing their
fense controlled the Long pride, bragging
Beach 49ers allowing only the simple spite
one player to score double statistically better team.
Utah seems to have
digits. Kevin Roberts, their
leading scorer only had 11 ic's number as the total
points.
all record is 43-19 bet
The two most significant the two and Utah has v
contributors (beside Davis) of the last 11. The last:
for Pacific were #13 Maraker ing was mid Januarv
and #33 Guillaume Yango. Pacific lost by 15 p
Maraker scored 19, hit 7-12 Teams don't enjoy a ble
from the field and pulled loss at home which exr
down seven rebounds all in why Pacific leads the :
one days work. Yango also in Stockton 15-9 with
had a productive night with the last 4 victories go::
11 rebounds, 11 points, three Pacific.
assists and Pacific's one and

Athlete of the WeelMiah Davis • Senior
Basketball

Davis averaged 23.5 points last week. Against U
Irvine, Davis tallied 26 points shooting 8 from 1.
from the floor. Davis shot an astonishing 63.6 pe
cent (14-for-22) last week. Davis will need to st.
on fire this week as the Tigers face Idaho and *
game of the season against 19 ranked Utah Stot
who is currently undefeated in the Big West
Conference.

